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“Xrated” has been
received notably
amongst radio
listeners and is on
continuous rotation
on various radio
stations locally and
abroad. Radio
stations that have
continuously played
Korexion’s music are:
Shibuya FM 78.4
(Japan); Hot 97 FM
(USA); Fire 104 FM
(Jamaica); Irie FM
(Jamaica); Radio
Jamaica (Jamaica);
Fame FM (Canada);
FLOW 93.5 FM
(Canada); 91.7 FM
(Calgary,Canada);
Z103.5 FM (Canada);
CKLN 88.1 FM
(Canada); CIUT 89.5
FM (Canada); CHRY
105.5 FM (Canada);
95.1 FM (Montreal,
Canada)

NEW RELEASE BY JUNO
NOMINEE KOREXION

PRINCE EVERALD’S CD LAUNCH &
EARTHSTRONG CELEBRATION

JUNE 22ND, 2007
AT: CLUB PARADISE
220 ATWELL DRIVE, ETOBICOKE
SPECIAL GUEST ARTISTS TO APPEAR

NEW RELEASE
AVAILABLE FOR EASTER
PRODUCED BY: COURTNEY BUCKLEY
BLACK ARROW PRODUCTIONS
416-243-0173 or 416-836-4509
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REGGAEXCLUSIVE’S ARTIST WATCH
with
love,
support
and
encouragement.
We must
give a special shout out to
Brandy and The Hard Core
Band for putting their heart
into making this journey an
unforgettable experience.

LINKING UP WITH
RYAN (Cont’d - Dec. 2006 Issue)
e really didn’t know
what to expect when
we departed but upon arriving
at the airport in Buenos Aries
we got the sense that this was
going to be a great trip. The
energy and spirit of the people
was so warm and inviting that
it felt almost like a homecoming. This proved true for
both countries, warm people
who love the music and have
very few inhibitions about
expressing their appreciation.
We gave our gift of music and
words and it was reciprocated

W

Q. Why do you think there
is such an appetite for Reggae
internationally and especially
in non-traditional places like
South America and Asia?
A. In addition to being
practitioners of the music we
are also students of the life
style from which the music
was born. As such we are of
the opinion that Reggae is
Message Music. It is quite
obvious that right now the
world is in a state where
people from all regions are
being dehumanized due to
their political views that
nations are developing under
incredible
economic
and
social
oppressions.
In
addition people also struggle
to find their place in
economies
that
are

unnecessarily
divisive,
economies that are more and
more polarized. Our music,
Reggae speaks to all of these
kinds of social tensionsabove all it is music for the
human race. So when the
people gravitate to the sounds
we understand that it is the
workings of the Most High and
we are thankful to be apart of
that process.
Q. How does language
the
affect
message/understanding
of
in
non
English
reggae
speaking countries?
A. We are blessed to have
traveled to so many countries
and form friendships, and
from the many conversations
that we have had over the
years it is hard to count the
number of times that we have
been told by people that they
learnt English by listening to
reggae.
Further more the
message at the core of reggae
music is social justice, the
betterment of humanity and

living in harmony with our
environment. At its most basic
it is about that age-old adage
"do unto others as you would
have them do unto you" and
we know that that is a
universal message.
Q. What have been some
of your recent highlights?
A.
Well we have been
working in the studio and we
have recently released a song
entitled "Arise" on the Special
Delivery label based in
France. So far the single is
selling quite well and for that
we are thankful. The Album is
a compilation album called
"Judgment" which features
Capleton, Fanton Mojah, and
Queen Omega. Pick up the
album
Q. What is your current
take
on
the
state
of
(Canadian) reggae?
A. Canadian Reggae is
riding
its
testament.
(Continued on page 5)
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REGGAEXCLUSIVE’S VIEWS

JULION’S VIEWS
“D.B HAWKES”

(Cont’d. from Dec. 2006 issue)
have known D.B. Hawkes
for
more
than
two
decades, and can say that he
has played a very important
part in the Canadian Reggae
scene. Many of the Toronto
artists owe their initial
recognition to D.B. Hawkes
and “Club Ned”.
D.B. has
always been there running a
recording at the many great
venues over the years, and
you can be assured to hear the
live performances on D.B.’s
show the following week.

I

I can surely say he has
Canada’s largest collection of
live reggae concerts recorded
in Toronto over the years.
“Keep up the Good Works”
“Jah Bless and Guidance
D.B.”
(Carrie Mullings, Rebel
Vibes CHRY 105.5FM)
“The heights of human
potential is in one’s capacity
to love, this being the word
that describes an unselfish
desire for the greatest good to
come to all.
This concept
certainly describes the one
and only D.B. Hawkes, whose
tireless efforts have helped to

LINKING UP WITH
RYAN...
(Cont’d. from page 4)

Q. What have you learned
and how has touring and the
experience you have gained
changed or affected you as an
artist?
A.
Touring
is
the
opportunity which allows me
and other artists a one on one
meeting with the people who
appreciate our vision, our craft
and who feel a certain kinship
or understanding of our stories.

shape the Canadian music
landscape over the course of
many years. In his humility
D.B. is a man that could have
easily been taken for granted,
but alas, no. I am here amidst
my peers to thank you, to
honor you, indeed to celebrate
you for all you have done for
us, the musicians who have
worked hard at honing our
skills and who have had the
courage to pursue our passion
through often times adverse
conditions. You have been a
troubadour in leading our
musical community, working
tirelessly to bring our music to
the people, and out of pure
love, with no benefit to
yourself, with the exception of
the self knowledge of having
done so. Be not dismayed, as
your kindness and generosity
have not been overlooked, but
rather be assured that you
hold a place in our hearts, and
no doubt in those of your loyal
listeners (who could always be
sure that they were in for an
exciting and diverse musical
foray) that we will cherish and
carry with us as we continue
to forge ahead on this journey.
I recall with fondness a
particular afternoon at D.B.’s
abode where I explained that I
had assembled an outstanding
group of musicians (including
Friendly Man, Mike Goodridge
and Tomaz “Moose” Jardim at
the time), but that the new
group
had
no
name.
“Something catchy, simple but
familiar,
like...’Bobcayjun”,
D.B. replied. To this day the
group is called “Halfway Tree”.
Love and respect, Mr. D.B.
Hawkes”.
Having had the chance to share
in this energy with people in so
many different countries, some
we didn’t dream of visiting has
humbled us in the most
profound way. We are always
encouraged being on the road
watching the people as they
give so much of themselves to
us. It validates the whole
artistic process.
For more information on
Ryan
feel
free
to
visit
or
www.ryanreggaesoul.com
www.myspace.com/
ryanreggaesoul

(Andru Branch (Half-WayTree))

(Blessing,
George)

“D. B Hawkes is a tireless
promoter of Canadian reggae
music. I totally respect him
for that. You can see him at
many concerts quietly in the
back recording a show, and
then you better believe that
you will hear the entire show
aired on his radio program the
following week. He has been
around for so many years and
has not slowed down when it
comes
to
playing
and
promoting Canadian reggae
music. Big respect to D.B.
Hawkes for years!”
(Donna Makeda)

“D.B. Hawkes is a pillar of
CIUT and the Toronto reggae
community. If nothing else,
his comprehensive interviews
with Jackie Mittoo in the late
80s were a vital contribution
to the “Keyboard King at
Studio One”’s life and legacy
in Toronto. But D.B. has done
so much more. His live
recording archives are a
history of Toronto’s reggae
scene from the 80s to the
present. If it were not for his
initiatives - starting with the
legendary Lionheart sessions CIUT would not have moved
into
live
remote
event
broadcasting as much as it
has. He has been tireless in
his technical support of CIUT’s
live remotes not only for
reggae artists but for artists of
many different styles and
background. I have often said
that listening to a broadcast of
an event like Afrofest is an
even better aural experience
than being at the site itself;
his mixing sensibility is
perfectly suited to the music
he champions. His radio show
Club Ned has been a crucial
means of exposure for up and
coming
artists
and
international recording artists
for more than two decades. I
have learned a great deal
about the possibilities of
community radio from D.B.
Big up indeed”.

“D.B has been one of the
most
dedicated
and
committed community radio
personalities in this country.
Truly a community cultural
corner stone, you will find him
at the most obscure locations
with his gear documenting
and willing to provide the
wider
community
an
opportunity
to
have
an
ongoing experience on his
program with events. If not
the first to bring us live reggae
broadcast, the most coolest
and
consistent.
Most
including I, would love to
spend some time in his
archive, remarkably it is
reggae and more. You would
most definitely hear the good,
bad and ugly as he records it
all. Club Ned is where you can
hear it. He is always pleasant
and willing to help.
Stay
strong D.B, I man respect your
contribution”.

SANDRA
BASHMENT’S
COMMUNITY
APPRECIATION
ENTERTAINMENT
AWARDS
On Sunday April 29th, 2007
at the Jamaican Canadian
Association, Sandra Bashment
will be hosting a Community
Appreciation Entertainment
Awards. The purpose of the
wards is to acknowledge local

Michael

St.

(David Dacks CIUT 89.5FM)

community members and local
businesses
for
their
contribution to the local
entertainment
industry.
Categories inclued: Promoters,
DJs,
Radio
Personalities,
Special
Acknowledgement,
Best Male Group, Best Female
Group. There will be dinner
served at 7pm and the doors
will be open from 6pm. Special
guest artists to appear. Also,
stay tuned for the “Spanish
Town, Portmore, St. Catherine
Border Link-up” on July 21st,
2007 held by Sandra Bashment
Boutique. Info: 416.614.2540
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REGGAEXCLUSIVE NEWS
THE INSOMNIA
RADIO NETWORK
PARTNERS WITH
LEGENDARY
PRODUCER AND
REGGAE ARTIST
MIKEY DREAD!

Pismo Beach, California December
7th,
2006
Insomnia Radio, a worldwide
podcast
and
distribution
network with a focus on
independent and unsigned
music, has joined forces today
with legendary producer and
musician Mikey Dread to bring
free, original reggae-driven
programming to the world.
Mikey Dread has a deep and
productive history in the music
industry, known for producing
the first dedicated reggae
show,
“Dread
At
The
Controls,” for Jamaican Radio
in 1976. He also produced The
Clash’s
breakout
hit
“Bankrobber” as well as
working with and performing
on several Clash tracks in
1980-1981.
Since then, Dread has
nurtured his own successful
record label, appeared live
next to Bob Dylan and Carlos
Santana, produced dozens of
successful albums for high
profile musicians, and worked
for several TV networks and
radio shows across the globe.
More recently, he was a
featured artist alongside Seal
for the song “Lips Like Sugar,”
which appears on the Adam
Sandler/Drew Barrymore film
“50 First Dates.”
While podcasting is still
relatively new, Mr. Dread is
optimistic about this exploding
medium: “This is a great
opportunity
for
me
to
introduce
the
real
and
authentic reggae sounds on a

global level from a Jamaican
point of view. Being a pioneer
in Reggae broadcasting I can
authenticate the time line of
reggae
development
and
identify the actual “who is
who” in reggae as I am a part
of
this
development.”
Insomnia Radio is also thrilled:
“For two years we’ve primarily
featured indie rock, and have
wanted to expand into other
genres of music. Reggae
certainly deserves its own
spotlight, and having Mikey
onboard is a dream come true.
His passion and experience is
unparalleled, and we can’t
wait to get started!”
Insomnia Radio sprung
from host Jason Evangelho’s
desire to highlight music that
simply wasn’t being heard,
typically by unsigned and
independent musicians. Since
October 2004 Insomnia Radio
has grown from 10 listeners to
over 50,000 per month in 60
countries, and expanded from
a single show into several
regional-specific
shows.
Insomnia Radio Presents:
Dread
at
the
Controls
launches worldwide January
2007. For More Info On Mikey
Dread: www.mikeydread.com

at 5:00 pm. The Reggae Music
Achievement Awards is now
accepting nominations for the
following categories:
1. Best new artist (male and
female)
2. Artist of the year (male and
female)
3. Producer of the year
4. Song writer of year
5. Band of the year
6. Gospel song of the year
7. Dj of the year
8. A special media award
9. Community recognition
award
10. International Artist of the
year (male and female)
11. Promoter of the year
12. Life achievement award
Please
mail
your
submissions to — RMAAwards, 500 Rexdale Blvd., PO
Box 27097 Toronto, M9W 6K5.
Submission in person can be
made at Club Paradise, 220
Atwell Drive in Etobicoke.
Please email your questions to
reggaemusicachievementawar
ds@yahoo.com

1ST ANNUAL
REGGAE MUSIC
ACHIEVEMENT
AWARDS JUNE
10TH, 2007
Photo by: Sandi Destonis

he 1st annual Reggae
Music
Achievement
Awards will be held Sunday
June 10, 2007 at Club
Paradise, 220 Atwell Drive in
Etobicoke. The purpose of the
Reggae Music Achievement
Awards
is
to
publicly
recognize,
and
highlight
contributors to the reggae
music industry in Canada.
This will be an annual event to
express Caribbean culture and
showcase the talent of the
Canadian reggae artist and the
people behind the scenes.

T

The Award show will begin
promptly at 7:00 pm and
feature artists’ performances
along with presentation of the
awards. Cocktails will begin

NATTY B RECEIVES
AWARD FROM THE
BOB MARLEY DAY
FOUNDATION!
his is the speech that
was given by Natty B
(Treajah Isle) after he accepted
his Award from the Bob Marley
Day Foundation.

T

“Greetings, I am pleased to
accept this prestigious Award
in honor of the late great
Robert Nesta Marley. He is my
inspiration and a light to this
world. His message of peace,
love, unity, anti-war and most

importantly Rastafari, are the
reasons I have chosen this
path. I believe that if people
would only harken to the lyrics
in the music of this 20th
century prophet, then the
world would be a better place.
For example, Bob sings in his
song War - “Until the
philosophy which holds one
race superior and another,
inferior”. The result of this is
why there are so many wars
happening in the world today.
Bob has also encouraged us in
another song to “Emancipate
ourselves from mental slavery,
none but ourselves can free
our minds”. Can you imagine
if we were all to act on this
what a strong set of people we
would be?
Well, this is where I am
today. After volunteering on
CHRY radio for almosst 14
years, I learned a lot about the
necessary need to educate our
community. From there comes
another
very
important
message from Bob Marley
where he says “Give us the
teachings of His Majesty,
cause we nuh want no devil’s
philosophy”. That was why we
decided to start the segment
on the show called “What you
learned in school today”,
which later led to the end of
the
year
‘Report
Card
Contest’.
We felt that this
would give the children an
opportunity to be heard plus
encourage them to do their
best during the school year (of
course with incentives) in
preparation for the ‘Report
Card Contest’ held in June. I
would like to give special
thanks to my Queen Wolette
(Kim), my better half and my
strength who worked behind
the scene with the ‘Report
Card Contest’, also to my
children, my mother, my cohost Biggaloo, Michelle, Neil
Armstrong and the Gleaner
Company family, the CHRY
family, Mr. Courtney Betty, The
Bob Marley Day Foundation for
presenting me with this Award
and most importantly, Praises
to the Most High. Jah live
itinually,
One
love
and
Rastafari Bless.
Thank you.
(Tune in to Natty B’s Zion Train
every Wednesday on CHRY
105.5 FM from 11am-4pm)
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REGGAEXCLUSIVE CULTURAL NEWS
COMMEMORATING
THE BICENTENARY
OF THE ABOLITION
OF THE BRITISH
TRADE IN
ENSLAVED
AFRICANS.
he
Committee
to
Commemorate
and
Memorialize the Abolition of
the Slave Trade (CMAST),
Caribbean Studies and Equity
Studies at the University of
Toronto present: Dr. Raymond
Winbush,
distinguished
lecturer and author of “Should
America Pay”? Slavery and
the
Raging
Debate
on
Reparations in a keynote
address on the issue of
Slavery,
Abolition,
and
Reparations.

T

This takes place on Sunday
March 25th, 2007 at 6p.m. at
William Doo Lecture Hall, New
College, University of Toronto,
45 Willcocks Street, (one long
block north of Harbord on the
East side of Spadina).
For
more information contact:
www.cmast.ca 905-683-3227

or Caribbean Studies at 416978-8286

THE TWELVE
TRIBES OF ISRAEL
(CANADA) INVITES
ALL TO A NIGHT
CALLED “STANDING
IN LOVE!”
he 12 Tribes of Israel
cordially invites you to a
night called “Standing In Love”
- a “Building Shashamane”
fundraising Party on Saturday
March 24th, 2007 at EB Resto
Bar (5345 De Maisonneuve
Blvd.
West,
Montreal).
Featuring TO #1 Cultural
sound King Stur Grav and
Montreal’s
own
“Little
Thunder” along with MC
Puggy Simeon with Orthodox
selections.
Donations are
$15.
Tasty
dishes
and
refreshments. Security for
surity. (March - Benjamin Black). For more information
call: 514-482-7921. “Oh that
the salavation of Israel were
come out of Zion. When the
Lord bring back the captivity
of his people, Jacob shall
rejoice and Israel shall be

T

glad” - Psalm 14:7.
The 12 Tribes of Israel
(Canada) is now accepting new
members
into
the
Organization.
Meetings are
held every last Sunday of the
month
with
alternating
meeting
places
between
Montreal and Toronto.
The
month of March meeting will
be held in Montreal and the
month of April in Toronto and
so it goes on until further
notice.
Those interested in
becoming a member or for
more information call: 416725-9891 (Toronto) or: 514931-6860 (Montreal) or email:
zaraking@aol.com

REGGAE GRAMMY
WINNERS
2006 - Ziggy Marley
2005/2001 - Damian Marley
2004 - Toots Hibbert
2003 - Sean Paul
2002 - Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry
2000 - Beenie Man
1999 - Burning Spear
1998 - Sly & Robbie
1997/1989/1988
Ziggy
Marley & The Melody Makers
1996/1994/1990

-

Bunny

Wailer
1995 - Shaggy
1993 - Inner Circle
1992 & 1991 - Shabba Ranks
1987 - Peter Tosh
1986 - Steel Pulse
1985 - Jimmy Cliff
1984 - Black Uhuru

POP-UP

MICHAEL
THOMPSON
Michael “TheVisionary”
Thompson’s music can be
heard as far around the world
as Ghana, Africa, IRIE FM,
Power 106 FM, VYBZ FM in
Jamaica and throughout
Canada.
Michael will be performing
at the 2nd Annual Mother’s
Day Show on Sunday May 13,
2007.

REGGAE JUNO NOMINEES
ReggaeXclusive congratulates ALL Reggae
Juno Nominees 2006. Nominees include:
KOREXION for “Xrated”; HUMBLE for “Hard
to See”; TRINITY CHRIS FEAT. BLESSED for
“In the Streets”; KWESI SELASSI for
“Survival” and KULCHA CONNECTION for
“Monte le son”. Keep up the good work
and keep making good music.

GREAT PRICES ** QUALITY SERVICE ** WE DELIVER

DON’S
WEST INDIAN RESTAURANT
1745-1747 ST. CLAIR AVE. W.
TORONTO, ONTARIO

TEL: (416) 656-1741 OR 658-7365
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ARTISTS AWARDS SPOTLIGHT
CARIBBEAN CRUCIBLE’S AWARDS 2006
1. GYPTIAN - Dance Hall Single - If
You Really Love Me
2. STEELE - Single - Confession
3. CHAM & ALICIA KEYS - Single Ghetto Story
4. JULLY BLACK - Artist of the Year
Female - This is Me
5. SEAN PAUL - Artist of the Year
6. LEROY BROWN - Artist of the Year
Male
7. JAY DOUGLAS - CD/LP of the Year
- Touch Of Magic
8. TASHA T. - CD/LP of the Year
9. DERMOTT WILLIAMS - Circle Of
Distinction - RadioCanada
10. JOJO BENNETT - Circle Of
Distinction
Foundation
Bassist/A&R
11. LEROY SIBBLES - Circle Of
Distinction
Foundation
Bassist/A&R
12. MILTON BLAKE - Circle Of
Distinction - Radio Canada
13. PLUGGY SATCHMO - Circle Of
Distinction - Dance
14. PRINCE BUSTER - Circle Of
Distinction - Producer/Artist
15. SUPER V - Circle Of Distinction Radio Canada
16. BITTY MCLEAN- Comeback
Artist - UK
17. GHOST - Comeback Artist
18. HORACE MARTIN - Comeback

Artist - Pozitive Vibez
19. ALAINE - Crucible Mention
20. KEITH POPPIN - Crucible
Mention - Get Tougher
21. USALA ALLEN - Crucible
Mention
22. ORVILLE (Wiz) MALCOLM Crucible Mention
23. OTIS I - Crucible Mention - Nah
Hear
24. NANA MCLEAN - Gospel Album Breakthrough
25. PRINCE EVERALD - Longevity
26.THE MIGHTY MYSTIC- Longevity
27. WALLI RICHIE - Longevity
28. WILLI WILLIAMS - Longevity
29. EXPLORER PRODUCTIONS Producer of the Year
30. EDDIE GRANT - Respect Due
31. GEORGE NOOKS - Respect Due
32. JIMMY REID - Respect Due
33. PATRICK ROOTS - Respect Due
Radio Canada
34. TIPPER - Respect Due - Classic
Review
35. WINSTON RICHARDS - Respect
Due - Writer/Producer
36. HUMBLE - Rising Star Canada
37. MICHAEL THOMPSON - Rising
Star Canada
38. TAMI CHYNN - Rising Star
Jamaica/USA
39. TRESON - Rising Star Canada

CARIBBEAN CRUCIBLE’S
BLACK HISTORY MONTH

“ARTIST OF THE MONTH”

PRINCE EVERALD

PICTORIAL REVIEW OF JOSEPH (WHITE) FUNDRAISING DANCE
HELD ON FRIDAY FEBRUARY 23, 2007
Courtesy of the 12 Tribes of Israel (Toronto)
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SPECIALIST IN LEATHER RESTORATION
Symptom of Sick Leather, Dry & Faded Surface Cracks, etc.

RESTORE LIKE NEW

Other Services Available:
* Customized English Leather Bridles
* Saddle Repairs * Belts *Sandals
* Hats (Rasta) * Wallets
* And many more Leather Goodies

Link Hapthe @ 416-633-8810
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REGGAEXCLUSIVE’S “LIVE SHOWS” REVIEWS
it
with
her
son
Tom,
performing a few duets with
him.
Marcia Griffiths is a
songbird,
she
sings
effortlessly, changing vocal
ranges as if it were second
nature. What a treat.

Photos by Sandi Destonis

MARCIA GRIFFITHS
AND BERES
HAMMOND
By: Sophia “Iyamtheia” Daniels

OW. What a show!
Brown
Eyes
Entertainment certainly gave
Toronto an unforgettable
night. Although outside was
windy, cold, and miserable,
The Docks was on fire!
I
regretfully
missed
the
opening acts but entered the
venue feeling what they left
on stage. The “vibes” were
there. After rocking to a few
selections from Natty B and
Kim, it was time for the
headliners.

W

The Harmony House Band
took their place and we
continued to rock.
The
talented musicians were
accompanied shortly by The
Harmony House Singers who
kept the pace. Then it was
time for The Empress of
Reggae.
Marcia Griffiths
came shining and graced us
with “I’d Like To Kiss You
Once More”, as expected, the
place went in an uproar. She
kept the hits coming, showing
off her more than 40 years of
success in the music industry.
Many sang along to “There’s A
Land”, I Shall Sing”, “Fire
Burning” and so on.
Marcia took the time to
talk to her audience, telling us
that “The message is in the
music”. She reminded us to
be thankful for having life
then paid tribute to Joseph
Hill (Culture) by singing “I
Don’t Want To Be Left Out Of
Zion Gates”.
Respect was
paid to Bob Marley as well
through his “Could You Be
Loved”.
The Empress of
Reggae had a great time on
stage and she shared some of

So yes, I was fulfilled but it
was now time for Jamaica’s
most
active
singer/producer/songwriter. I
had to recharge as Beres
Hammond turned on all lights
with
his
bright
smile.
Everyone could be heard
screaming,
shouting,
whistling, or cheering. The
crowd was so happy to see
this man and he knew it. He
took a moment to pose and
was about to show us how
happy he was to see us.
“Can’t Stop A Man” was his
opening song and we were
blessed to have the roof still

sheltering us from the snow
outside after the uproar from
the audience. “Should I” was
vaguely echoed and the
crowd got louder.
Beres
paused and loosened a few
shirt
buttons
before
continuing. His performance
included “She Loves Me
Now”, “Come Back Home”,
“Tempted To Touch”, “They’re
Gonna Talk”, “Can You Play
Some More”, “Putting Up
Resistance”, and “No Disturb
Sign” to name a few.
Marcia was called on stage
to perform a duet with him
and the hits kept coming.
Beres took an intimate
approach to his audience
reminding us that “We Are
Family”. His songs were used
to tell a story and I wondered
where he got all that energy
from. The reggae legend was
on stage for almost two hours
using the stage as his

playground.
His
showmanship,
wit,
and
enthusiasm,
kept
the
audience intrigued to the end.
It is no surprise that the Beres
Hammond
and
Marcia
Griffith’s tour continues to be
a success.
Beres is no
stranger to what the reggae
fans need. Besides his string
of hits, he also produced
many songs we often sing,
with Sizzla, Jah Cure, Half
Pint, Anthony B and others.
Marcia Griffith is indeed
The Empress of Reggae with
her successful and longstanding
solo
career,
combination hits with Bob
Andy, and contribution to The
I-trees. Much thanks to the
promoters
Brown
Eyes
Entertainment and staff for all
their hard work in organizing
and setting a peaceful,
professional venue for the
three-generation
audience
that attended.

STEELE DELIVERS
OUTSTANDING
PERFORMANCE AT
REBEL SALUTE
t was Monday January,
15th and one prominent
newspaper in Jamaica had
included Steele as one of the
artists that had delivered an
outstanding performance at
Rebel Salute 2007. To many,
this inclusion had come as no
surprise, since they had
become familiar with the work
of the man dubbed the
“Canadian
Reggae
Sensation”.
Steele hit the
stage at Rebel Salute at
approximately 10:15pm on
Saturday the 13th after being
heartily introduced by popular
radio
personality
Jenny
Jenny, and his presence was
immediately felt. Singing the
lyrics
from
his
latest
recording “Slave Driver”, the

I

response from the over
15,000 that had already
gathered was overwhelming,
many waved banners, while
others were captured by the
heartfelt vocal deliverance
from Steele. Backed by the
very
competent
C-Sharp
band, he then dove into “Good
over Evil”, his song that
addresses the relationship
between the boss and the
worker. He spoke about the
lack of appreciation shown by
some bosses, some ignore the
fact that it takes the efforts of
everyone
to
achieve
greatness
within
any
organization, some don’t even
take the time to say thanks
for a good job done. Steele
went on to say that most
workers only got paid just
enough to make sure they
come back again, these words
were greeted with utmost
approval. He then took some
time to joke with his
audience, he wanted to see
all the men who had taken
another man’s woman to
Rebel Salute, and that for
sure had the crowd bursting
with laughter. Steele and his
audience were now in one
accord and together they
sang
the
lyrics
to
“Silhouette”, the song made
popular by the crown prince
Dennis Brown and later rerecorded by Steele. Rebel
Salute had welcomed Steele
and he had delivered.
While in Jamaica, many
media houses took the time to
welcome Steele. TV and radio
interviews were done, not to
mention the extensive airplay
that
he
received
and
continues to receive. The
print media showed a lot of
love and the general warmth
of the people was heartfelt.
Steele
unleashed
“Slave
Driver” and Fabrikated ProjeX
brilliantly shot and produced
the video, which is currently
in high rotation on Jamaican
cable systems. This video,
along with “What’s Wrong Wid
Wi” can be viewed by visiting
www.myspace.com/steelemu
sic and clicking on video.
Coming soon: Steele’s new
CD set for a Summer release
“Steele meets Queen Ifrica”.
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REGGAEXCLUSIVE “DANCEHALL VIBES” SPOTLIGHT

JAH LOVE SOUND
By Michelle Ottley

. How did Jah Love
sound begin?

Q

A. It began in 1974 with me
and Bridgadier Jerry as
members of the 12 Tribes, we
played at Alfa every Saturday
night.
Jah Mik Music and
Sound of Love, two musical
inspirations came together.
We took Jah from “Jah Mik”
and Love from “Sound of
Love” to create the Jah Love
Sound.
Q. Tell me about Jah Love
Sound
and
what
you

represented?
A. We had some great times
together, we were the original
culture sound. If we never
came along there would be no
culture for the children. We
were
the
original
door
openers. We brought the
people together, we elevated
the poor, we gave them beds
etc., we wanted to eliminate
poverty in dem times, we only
charged $0.50 cents or $1.00
to go into our dances. We
were about righteousness,
love and the people. We were
about family and loyalty with
morality, we were inspired by
love and spirituality.
Q. How and when did Jah
Love sound break up?
A.
We
broke
up
approximately
December
25th, 1986. Yardman gave the
sound to Belcher and that
came with a lot of mismanagement and when we
asked questions no answers
were given. When he died he
left the Sound to his woman
and she knew nothing about
the Sound or the music. We
only had a lot of envy and
jealousy. They had a meeting

By Lisa Connors

lack
Reaction,
Canada’s 2006 World
Clash Champs were on hand
for Tunda Clap Promotions
Long Weekend Jam at Ilyxor’s
Night Club this past Sunday,
February 18th.

B

The jam started out on a
positive tip with a capacity
crowd filling up the dance
floor early out. The massive
enjoyed some hip-hop and
Rn’B vibes provided by
Calgary’s #1 urban Dj, Al V.

Q. Do you think that you
would ever unite and do tours
with Jah Love Sound?
A. No!
Jah Love is dead.
Genesis Jah Love was the
beginning and Armageddon is
the end.
Q. Yes! Armageddon Sound,
tell me more.
A. Mercy left with Jah Love
and Armageddon came for
judgment, to maintain the
culture music and hold and
strengthen the young, not
weaken them, but help pull
them up.
Q You seem to be a very
spiritual man!
A. Yes! I and I was born that
way.
Q. What are you doing now?
A. I am working on some

promotions, I also had about
30-40 songs that I did that
was never released, so I am
going to release them. Songs
like “Children of the Emperor”
and “Earth is the Lord”,
“Looking for a Sign”, “Read
your Bible”, “Inna the Yard”,
and “Over Yonder”. I hope to
do some works with the
youths and the elders in the
motherland. There are a lot of
people living with aids and
children without parents due
to aids.
Q. Do you intend to travel
and can you tell us where the
music has taken you in the
past?
A. I have been to Japan,
England, America and all over
the Caribbean.
I hope to
continue to travel if the most
high pleases.
Q. Well Ilawi it has been my
pleasure, do you have any last
words for us?
A. Yeah man! If the spirit of
righteousness is with them,
they shall rise, but if not the
stick of lightening shall strike
them. Bless

Reggae fans were eager
to hear some Reggae vibes
and showed nuff appreciation
for Black Reaction when they
took over the Dj booth! Blacks
and K9 threw down some
wicked classic Reggae tunes
and some of the latest hits
from Jamaica including some
step-by-step instructions to
the latest dances, which got
the crowd hyped. Apart from a
few unruly partygoers, the
night was an overall success.

like to go up against any top
sound like Jaro and Trooper”.
He also said that it felt good to
know that they were one of the
sounds that put Canada on the
map. Indeed they have and it
was a pleasure to see them out
doing what they do best!

7. DONNA MAKEDA “Hold On” - Simmix
8.
CHATTA
Single
Chattaragganational
9. TANYA MULLINGS - “Nuh
Easy” - Shocking Vibes
10. HUMBLE - “High Grade” -

TOP 10 CANADIAN
ARTISTS OF THE
YEAR 2006 “REBEL
MUSIC” - CKLN 88-1
FM

POP-UP

I caught up with Blacks
and K9 after the show. Blacks
told me about the origins of
Black Reaction back in ‘93.
Natty Britz (R.I.P) founded the
sound and the name as a
reaction to slavery; Britts
said, “It’s time for black
people to react”. Blacks also
told me he was very proud of
the numerous awards that
Black Reaction has won and
says they are “ready to take it
to the next level” and “would

1. DUBMATRIX - “Warning” Subsonic
2. TRESON “Africans
Ve r s i o n
Heart A Fire” Excursion
3. OTIS I - “Nah Hear” - Inspired
Productions
4. DEMOLITION MAN - “Try Your
Best” - Independent
5. ROGER B
- “Jah Jah
Love You Better Give It Up” Independent
6. STEELE - “Shining Star” Gargamel

Toronto’s Ill Kidz were up next
and kept things moving with
more club vibes.

BLACK REACTION
INVADES CALGARY!

and we lost the rights to the
Sound. They retained it and
such is the life or end of the
life of Jah Love Sound, we lost
the love.
We never got
anything from it, all we have
are our cassettes that live on
but Brigadier got no rights,
after all that we got nothing!

Sound Check Records

CASPER
heck out Casper at HMV,
APPLE
ITUNES,
NAPSTER, SONY CONNECT.
For information you can also
log on to www.myspace.com/
reggaecasper. Peace!

C
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SPOTLIGHT ON PRODUCERS/ENGINEERS/PROMOTERS

DALTON HIGGINS
alton Higgins is a music
promoter, pop culture
critic, author, broadcaster and
journalist.
Responsible for
such
recent
blockbuster
reggae
concerts
at
the
Harbourfront Centre including
Tony Rebel (RastaFest), Junior
Kelly and “Jamaica to Toronto:
Soul, Funk and Reggae 19671974” - voted one of the Top
10 concerts in Toronto in 2006
by
many
media
outlets
including CBC and Eye Weekly.
Higgins is also the author of
books that document the black
music experience and those
who
pushed
the
music
community forward: “Much
Music’s Master T: A VJ’s
Journey” (ECW Press, 2002)
and “Hip Hop” (Thomson
Nelson,
2004).

D

As a print journalist, he’s a
Canadian National Magazine

award recipient, who’s articles
have appeared online and in
print internationally: Urb, The
Source, Amazon.com, Vibe
Magazine among others and
nationally: Quill and Quire,
Now Magazine, Toronto Star,
Saturday Night Magazine and
many others. In TV and radio,
Higgins is a former host and
writer of BPM TV’s Urban
Groove (2003 & 2004) and was
a pundit on CTV’s Talk TV
Chatroom. Higgins is also a
script writer for the Canadian
Urban Music Awards (2004,
2005), and has appeared on
CBC Radio One’s “Metro
Morning”, “Outfront”, “Here
and Now” and has appeared on
MuchMoreMusic’s “Listed”,
CBC
Newsworld’s
“Counterspin”, “The New
Music”, “I Channel”, “Rap
City” and TSN’s “Off the
Record”
among
others,
providing opinions on black
music and hot issues of the
day. He holds a BA/Hons in
English
Literature/Mass
Communications from York
University and a Book &
Magazine Publishing diploma.
Higgins has been profiled in
the Toronto Sun, Globe & Mail,
Metro (Daily), York U. Alumni
Magazine, Village Post among
many others.

formerly known as Silverado. He
has shared the Stage with such
Artists like Horace Andy, Sugar
Minott, Fred Locks, Morgan’s
Heritage, The Mayones , Josey
Wales, Shine Head, Sister Carol,
General Trees, Brigadier Jerry
and President Brown just name a
few.

SILVERGLOBE
RECORDS
ANNOUNCES THE
RELEASE OF “TALK
TO JAH”
CEO of Silverglobe Records,
Silvanus, announced the release
of his debut CD “Talk to Jah”.
This CD consists of 16 original
tracks, no recycled riddims.
Silvanus
demonstrates
his
versatility by Rapping, Singing
and Deejaying to give this album
International appeal. There is
something in it for everyone.
This release is available on the
Silverglobe Records Label.
International distribution of “Talk
to Jah” is handled by Silverglobe
Records directly. Retailers can
also contact Ernie B’s Reggae
Distribution in the U.S.A.
Silvanus was born in the
Island of Jamaica. He was also

For more information about
Silvanus or “Talk to Jah”, don’t
hesitate to contact Silverglobe
Records at: Silverglobe Record
s - 5380 Walkley, #4, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada H4V 2M7 or
Ernie B at: 3921 Sandstone
Drive, Unit C, Eldorado Hills, CA
or check
out Silverglobe
Records and Silvanus at:
www.myspace.com/silveglobe
or www.ebreggae.com or email:
silvergloberecords@yahoo.com
or: info@ebreggae.com. You can
also call Silvanus at: 514-3696998
or
916-941-1921.

CALLING ALL ARTISTS,
PRODUCERS
&
PROMOTERS!
To
be
spotlighted
in
ReggaeXclusive
Magazine
email your bio (Word) & photo
(jpeg/300
resolution)
to:
reggaexclusive@rogers.com or
reggaexclusive@hotmail.com

REGGAEXCLUSIVE’S “LIVE SHOWS”REVIEWS

Courtney Betty
(Pic by: Sandi Destonis

THE BOB MARLEY
DAY AWARDS
Photos & Story by: Sandi
Destonis
t was joyous and very
meaningful to be present
at the “Bob Marley Day
Awards”, held at The Trane
Studio Restaurant and Night
Club on Sunday February 4th,
2007. The spirit of peace,
harmony, love and respect

I

was truly the vibe of this
wonderful night, a cold night,
17 degrees celsius. The Trane
Studio was filled with loyal,
dedicated and diverse people
celebrating and respecting
the spirit of peace, the
universal
mission
and
messages
of
Icon,
p e a c e m a k e r ,
humanitarian,legend, singer
and songwriter Bob Marley
who impacted the world and
everyone’s personal life.

Canadian anthem was proudly
and dynamically sung by
Simone Soman,a world-class
singer and performerand a
role model to youths and
adults alike.
Following the
anthem, Courtney Betty read
the Proclamation declaring
February 6th Bob Marley Day
for the 17th year in the City of
Toronto. Mayor David Miller
was unable to attend. The
awards were then presented
to the recipients.

Courtney Betty, Chairman of
the
Bob
Marley
Day
Committee, officially opened
the ceremony saying that the
Award show is aimed at
recognizing
Toronto’s
multiculturalism and building
bridges
between
all
communities and is handed
out each year to residents who
have made a difference in the
city. Then the Jamaican and

Bishop Audley James; Wade
Joe
“Natty
B”
Walters;
Halstead; Audrey Walters;
Simone
Soman;
Shernett
Swaby; Counciller Joe Mihevc.
Hon. Louise Bennett-Coverley
(Miss
Lou)
and
former
Lieutenant Govenor of Ontario
Liincoln Alexander, received
Lifetime Achievement Awards,
former
joining
Canada’s
Ambassador to the Dominican

Republic Alvin Curling. The
evening finished up with some
outstanding performances in
honor of Bob Marley by
Simone Soman, J. Nichole
Noel, Jimmy Reid and Deborah
Allison.

POP UP

FRIENDLINESS
Friendliness
just
returned from Ethiopia and
is up and about doing his
musical works.
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REGGAEXCLUSIVE’S ARTIST WATCH
he temperature was
dropping towards minus
twenty that night, and it had
been snowing for days. They
don’t
call
this
festival
“Frostbite” for nothing, but a
warm spirit filled the Youth
Tent on the banks of the Yukon
River in Whitehorse. When MC
Prhyme took up the mike to
announce Fredlocks Asher, a
cheer went up from the crowd.
Yukoners love reggae.

T

FREDLOCKS
ASHER’S WINTER
VIBE
By: Dawn MacDonald

Fredlocks Asher is a
reggae pioneer. He’s been to
Canada’s
Western-most
community, Beaver Creek in
the Yukon, to perform and to
conduct workshops with the
White River First Nation. He’s
reggae’s
northern
ambassador, returning to the
Land of the Midnight Sun time
and again to satisfy the
dancehall and dub cravings of
the intrepid population living
north of the 60th parallel.
The year 2007 marked the
singer’s seventh journey to the

territory. On February 16th at
the Frostbite Festival, he had
the youth jumping in time to
his message of peace, love,
and universal understanding.
DJ Nemo and MC Prhyme
performed
alongside
Fredlocks that night, and for a
repeat performance the next
day at the venerable Capital
Hotel. Dancers packed the
floor all night, moving along to
Fredlocks’ dub and dancehall
sounds.
Energy
is
running
exceptionally
high
in
Whitehorse these days as the
small city of 20,000 people
prepares to play host to the
Canada
Winter
Games.
Fredlocks will perform at the
Yukon Arts Centre as part of
the games’ Cultural Festival,
and will also be entertaining
the young competitors at two
Athletes’ Dances. Between
shows, he’s helping CBC
Television set up the tons of
gear and miles of wiring that
will bring this major sporting
event to the homes of the

nation. His last job for CBC
saw him on the other side of
the cameras, acting in an
episode
of
the
show
“Intelligence” which aired in
January.
Fredlocks
Asher
is
featured on the new Dubmatix
album, “Atomic Subsonic,”
from Toronto’s Jesse King.
He’s hard at work on a new
solo album called “Race: The
final frontier” and he’ll be
shooting a video for one of the
new “Race” tracks while in the
North.
Despite
obvious
of
climate,
differences
Fredlocks says that the spirit
of Canada’s North is akin to a
Jamaican vibe. It’s a relaxed
community where people love
music, welcome strangers,
and appreciate the reggae
beat.

ADVERTISE
WITH
REGGAEXCLUSIVE
CALL: 416-287-1335

REGGAEXCLUSIVE’S OLDIES BUT GOODIES

DERRICK
HARRIOTT
errick Clifton Harriott,
Jamaica - February 6,
1939 - Kingston, Jamaica,
West Indies.

D

Born
in
Kingston,
Jamaica,
reggae
singer/producer
Derrick
Harriott began as a member of
the Jiving Juniors (from 1958
1962)
before
through
embarking on his own solo
career,
in
addition
to
producing
other
artists,
including the Ethiopians,

Keith, and Tex. While a pupil
at Excelsior High School,
Harriott formed a duo with
Claude Sang Junior, and in
1958 formed the Jiving
Juniors with Eugene Dwyer,
Herman Sang, and Maurice
Winter. In 1960-61 they had
hits with “Over The River” for
Coxsone Dodd and “Lollipop
Girl” for Duke Reid. In 1962,
Harriott left the group and
formed his own label, Crystal.
His first solo recording, “I
Care”, was a hit, as were
“What Can I Do” (1964), “The
Jerk” (1965) and “I’m Only
Human” (1965). All of these
were included on his debut,
“The
Best
Of
Derrick
Harriott”.
In 1967 he had hits with
his own “The Loser” and
“Solomon”, the Ethiopians’
“No Baptism” and Keith And
Tex’s “Tonight” and “Stop That
Train”.
Harriott’s
sophisticated,
soul-styled
sound caught the imagination
of the Jamaican public - his
recordings in the rocksteady

style were superlative and
still sound fresh and vibrant
today. In 1970 he issued the
Crystalites’ “The Undertaker”,
an excellent instrumental
album in a similar vein to the
early music of the Upsetters,
which had been highly
popular with the skinhead
audience in the UK. Other
albums included DJ Scotty’s
“Schooldays”, Dennis Brown’s
“Super Reggae And Soul Hits”
and his own 14 Chartbuster
Hits.
In 1971, Swing
Magazine named Harriott “Top
Producer of 1970”, as he was
also one of the first to utilize
the now renowned King
Tubby’s recording studio.
Under the Crystalites
banner he issued one of the
earliest dub albums, “Scrub A
Dub”, becoming one of the
first producers to use the
talents of King Tubby at his
Waterhouse
Studio.
He
followed it with the sublime
“More Scrubbing The Dub”, a
collection
of
dub
and
instrumental versions of his

best rhythms. In the late 70s
he
utilized
the
Revolutionaries for Winston
McAnuff’s Pick Hits To Click
(1978), DJ Ray I’s “Rasta
Revival” (1978) and his own
“Enter The Chariot” and
“Disco 6”, a fine compilation
featuring
Dennis
Brown,
Cornell Campbell and Horace
Andy. In the 80s he continued
to have hits with soul cover
versions such as “Skin To
Skin” and “Checking Out”.
Although not much was heard
from Harriott during the ‘80s
in terms of solo releases, the
mid to late ‘90s saw the
emergence of such solo
efforts as “Sings Jamaican
Rock Steady Reggae”, “For a
Fistful of Dollars”, “Derrick
Harriott & Giants”, and
“Riding the Roots Chariot”,
and in 1988 scored with
“Starting All Over Again”, a
duet
with
Yellowman,
concerning the affects of
Hurricane Gilbert. * Courtesy
(Encyclopedia of Popular
Music)
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KOREXION IS “ALL BLESS”
eipher
Scott
aka
Korexion hails from
Trench Town, Jamaica and is
increasingly becoming a voice
of the people. His music is
influenced by reggae, hip-hop
and pop styles which create a
musical myriad guaranteed to
satisfy any listener. Korexion
decided to broaden his
horizons and bring his talents
to Canada to embark on a solo
career.
Upon arriving in
Toronto, Korexion was faced
with many obstacles in his life.
He resided in shelters and
worked his way, literally, from
the ground up. From the crime
filled
tenements
of
Trenchtown to the concrete

K

jungle
of
Toronto,
the
hardships in Korexion’s life
increased the passion of his
song content and motivated
him to reach for a higher level
within his personal and
business endeavours. He
honed his writing skills and
joined
forces
with
Kornerstone Productions and
through this family has been
able to become even more
effective in doing and creating
what he loves best - music.
In 2005 Korexion released
his debut single “It’s All Bless”
which has proven itself locally
and internationally.
This
single was on high rotation not
only in Canada but also in
Japan, the U.K., the U.S., and
in the Caribbean. The success
of this single led to Korexion’s
next EP titled “X-Rated” in
2006. This EP has three songs
including “It’s All Bless”,
“Don’t Go” and title track
“Xrated”
features
fellow
reggae artist Danny English.
Title track “Xrated” has been
received notably amongst
radio listeners and is on

continuous rotation on various
radio stations locally and
abroad. The esteem of these
three recordings led to
international interest via radio
and online radio programs.
Radio stations that have
continuously
played
Korexion’s music are: Japan Shibuya FM 78.4; U.S. - Hot 97
FM, Fire 104 FM; Jamaica - Irie
FM, Radio Jamaica, Fame FM;
Canada - FLOW 93.5 FM,
CKLN 88.1 FM, CIUT 89.5 FM,
CHRY 105.5 FM; Calgary 91.7
FM; Z103.5 FM,
Montreal
95.1 FM.
And the airplay
doesn’t stop there. Korexion’s
music was also featured on
various
Internet
radio
programs in the above listed
countries as well as in France,
Germany and Italy, KoreXion
has performed at the Juno
Awards
(Saskatoon
&
Winnipeg, Canada), Horizon
Lounge,
Toronto
Reggae
Festival,
Toronto
Street
Festival, Luciano and Friends,
Jamaica Day, Caribana Parade
2006,
Redemption 2007,
Ottawa Reggae Tour, Montreal
Reggae Tour, Bob Marley

Memorial and Selassie I
Coronation to name a few. Mix
tapes done by KoreXion
include: King Turbo Mix CD,
Power Rebel Music Mix CD,
Red X Various Mix CD, VP
Records Culture Mix CD,
Subzero
Entertainment
Culture Mix CD - Vol. 8 & 9,
World Clash Winner, Rebel
Tone Mix CD. In less than one
year from the release of his
first single, he has won five
noteworthy awards: Best New
Reggae Singer 2005 - Canada
Reggae Awards; Best Reggae
Singer 2005 - Canada Reggae
Awards, Best Dancehall Singer
2005 - Toronto Dancehall
Awards, Best Singer 2005 Scarborough Civic Centre
Showcase.
Korexion was
nominated for a Juno in 2005
for Best Reggae Recording
and currently is nominated for
a 2007 Juno in the same
category.
Phone:
416-266-7798
or
email: kornerstone@
sympatico.ca or log on to:
www.kornerstone.net

COMING SOON
www.chatta.ca
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REGGAEXCLUSIVE’S “BAND/GROUP” SPOTLIGHT
artists and therefore omit a
great market and talent that is
out there, pumping out great
reggae music just the same.
The time has come, for the
many who thought only good
authentic reggae comes from
Jamaica—
to
bite
their
tongues. “Time is not counted
from daylight, but from
Midnite”

SPOTLIGHT ON
MIDNITE BAND
By Adjua Dubb

e live in a world that
accepts American hiphop as authentic but American
reggae as flaccid. Sort of like
looking for french fries in
Chinatown - sure you can find
it, but it’s not the best, so why
bother? American reggae has
had a hard time finding an
international audience that
deem their music as authentic
and as real as Marley, Tosh, or
Beenie Man. There are subtle
yet reinforced reminders that
only real reggae comes from
Jamaica, and no other place
has the ability to produce
talent that competes with the
homegrown
originals
of
Jamaican music. The charts,
DJs and journalists constantly
remind us of whose riddim and
whose song is #1 in Jamaica.
The award shows always hone
in on strictly Jamaican reggae

W

As an avid listener of
reggae music, I am certain and
definite when I hear true
reggae
that
is
thought
provoking, heartfelt, and just
damn good. It has been said
that not everyone can play
reggae, and I truly agree with
that - it takes a certain
vibration and sensibility to get
the rhythms and timing right.
Many times American bands
lack the complete formula to
provide consistent and full
music and this can leave
audiences limp. After all,
many average bands have to
avert to Marley tunes in
between their own to keep the
momentum. There is a need to
keep covers on their playlists
or their albums. For once I
have come across a band who
uses no filler, no derivatives
and no covers to create an
original sound of their own,
and the St. Croix based
“Midnite” is that band.
Midnite’s

founders

are

Ron Benjamin, keyboardist
and musical director and his
brother Vaughn Benjamin, lead
vocalist
and
principle
songwriter. Together they
have created a musical entity
that has transformed reggae
music and how we think about
it. St. Croix in the US Virgin
Islands is not necessarily
American, and not at all
Jamaican, but close enough to
both
coasts
that
the
influences of each land is
apparent upon first listen.
Midnite does not “try” to be a
reggae band, but instead they
succeed where many others
have not and that is in their
originality
and
their
determination to stay true to
roots music. It’s a very
daunting task to find in these
days of overdubbing, hip-hop
and dancehall remixes into
practically
every
modern
reggae song that you hear.
Midnite’s resilience shines in
their music because they have
designed their songs to be raw
and rootsy.
The band has produced
five solidly superb albums that
showcases their ability to go
toe to toe with the very best
out of Jamaica. “Unpolished”,
“Ras Mek Peace”, “Jubilees of
Zion,” and their most recent
offering “Seek Knowledge
before Vengeance” & “Intense
Pressure” are all very strong

efforts. Midnite’s sound has
many Jamaicans wondering
what parish they are from, and
if they are not from Jamaica,
then how dem ah do it? How
did they capture reggae so
profoundly? A lot of that detail
comes through in Midnite’s
steadfastly
strong
lyrical
content with smooth yet
simplistic melodies. Their
message
is
clearly
Rastafarian,
and
their
devotion to spreading that
message is firm and musically
inspirational. They delve deep
into subjects that are specific
to these times and can
address the distinct social
of
today.
To
problems
complete their formula, they
encompass heavy use of drum
and bass patterns that are
reminiscent of the 70s classic
period keeping a harmonious
weave in their music. As an
avid listener, their music is
refreshing. The band spent
roughly
six
years
in
Washington, DC, testing out
their brand of reggae on
whomever would listen and
before long, they had a
consistent
following
that
trekked wherever the band
played.
Check the Midnite Band
official
website
at:
www.miditeband.com for more
information and contacts.

REGGAEXCLUSIVE’S NEWS
ROOTSBANA 2007
nspired
Productions
would like to announce
the 3rd Annual Rootsbana 2007
to be held on August 18 & 25th
2007.
Rootsbana is now
accepting submissions from
Artists interested in performing.
To make a submission for
considerationor to become a
sponsor or vendor please
contact
us
at:
Rootsbana@hotmail.com,
carriemullings@yahoo.com,
eventobe@rogers.com and/or
send
your
mp3
to:
inspiredproduction@gmail.com
or call: 416-745-8514 or 647284-4967. Inspired to support
Canadian Music. Rootsbana (c)
Bigger & Better.

I

2ND ANNUAL
MOTHER’S DAY
DINNER AND SHOW
he people have spoken
and we listened! Without
further
ado
Eagleforce
Entertainment Inc., Eyeone
Records Inc. and MBLM
Services
Inc.
Transport
presents to you the 2nd
Annual Mothers Day Dinner
and Show.

T

The line-up for the 2nd
Annual Mother’s Day Dinner
and Show on Sunday May 13th
2007 includes the Headliner,
the one and only Regina “A
Whole New World” Belle along
with A.J Brown, J. Nichole
Noel, Jill Donaldson, Mercia

Bunting,
Aylisa
McLeish,
Michael Thompson and fresh
from the studio with a very
impressive Album which is
destined to go far on the
musical charts, Mr. Jimmy
Reid.
To
witness
this
momentous event and be a
part of something bigger than
yourself,
the
Doubletree
International Plaza Hotel 655
Dixon Road, Toronto, Ontario
is definitely the place you
need to be. The date for this
colossus
celebrating
of
mothers through music and
poetry can be witnessed on
Sunday May 13th 2007. Doors
open punctually at 3:30pm and
dinner and show starts at
4:30pm sharp!
The highly
professional staff and Mr.
Clinton Morgan, CEO of

Eagleforce Entertainment Inc.,
has
received
great
acclamation for the past
Mothers Day show in 2006 and
by popular demands they have
decided to do it bigger and
better this time around. For
more
information
visit:
www.eagleforceent.com
or
contact Clinton Morgan at
(416) 653-3444

NEWSFLASH
len
Washington
is
coming to Toronto on
Sunday April 22, 2007 with a
special surprise guest. Stay
tuned for more.
Contact
Lynden Management Group
at: 416-602-7243.

G
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REGGAEXCLUSIVE’S BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

JAM ROCK CAFE
By Lisa Connors

am Rock Café is one of
Calgary’s
best
new
Jamaican take out’s. It has
been open since November of

J

2006 and is serving up some of
the most delicious Jamaican
soul food to be found in
Calgary. It is owned and
operated by Richard Brown,
who
has
an
extensive
background in the restaurant
business. He and his family,
headed by his mother, Miss
Avril have nourished the
Caribbean
community
in
Calgary for close to twenty
years
with
their
former
establishment, Island Roots.
Their latest family venture has
all the right elements to
become a huge success with a
warm atmosphere, friendly
customer service, and Miss
Marva, (rumoured to be the
best cook in town) who puts

her love into everything she
cooks!
The Jam Rock menu
includes on Monday’s - Curry
Chicken, Brown Stew Chicken,
Oxtail,
and
King
Fish.
Tuesday’s - Jerk Chicken, Stew
Beef, Curry Goat, and Ackee
and Salt fish. Wednesday’s Stew Chicken, Beef Ribs, Jerk
Pork, Cabbage and Salt fish.
Thursday’s - Fried Chicken,
Stew Peas, Ackee and Salt fish.
Friday’s - Snapper, King Fish,
Curry Goat, Oxtail and Jerk
Chicken. Daily lunch specials,
Western cuisine as well as
diabetic and roots drinks are
also available.

The hours of operation are
Monday to Friday; from 10am
to 6pm. Jam Rock will have full
restaurant service in the near
future as well as an extension
to their business hours to
include Saturday’s. Jam Rock
is located at 414A 36 Ave
South East Calgary. Telephone
# 403-243-6868.

CALLING
ALL
B U S I N E S S
OWNERS
To have your business
spotlighted
email your
business bio and photo
(jpeg/300 resolution) to:
reggaexclusive@rogers.com

REGGAEXCLUSIVE’S INTERVIEW

SIZZLA - UP CLOSE
& PERSONAL
By: Stephanie Aleung
Interview with Dada Kalonji

izzla: “His foundation is in
the holy mountains. The
Lord loveth the gates of Zion
more than all the other
dwelling places of Jacob.
Glorious things are spoken of
thee, O city of Jah. Selassie I.
I shall mention Rahab and
Babylon among those who
know me; behold, Philistia and
Tyre with Ithiopia; This one was
born there. But of Zion it shall
be said, “This one and that one
were born in her”. And the
Most High himself will establish
her. The Lord will count when
he registers his peoples, “This
one was born there”. Selassie
I. Then those who sing as well
as those who play the flutes
shall say, “All my springs of Joy
are in you”. In The Name of
The Most High Jah Ras Tafari
and Empress Menen. The full

S

ital balance of Iration. How
blessed is the man who does
not walk in the counsel of the
wicked, nor stand in the path of
sinners, nor sit in the seat of
scoffers! Selassie I Jah! Ras
Tafari! But his delight is in the
law of The Most High Jah! Ras
Tafari!
And in his law he
meditates day and night. He
will be like a tree firmly planted
by streams of water, which
yields it’s fruits in it’s season
and it’s locks does not wither;
and in whatever he does, he
prospers. Selassie I Jah! Ras
Tafari! The wicked are not so,
but they are like chaff which
the
wind
drives
away.
Therefore the wicked will not
stand in the judgment, or
sinners in the assembly of the
righteous. Selassie I Jah! Ras
Tafari!
For The Most High
knows the way of the
righteous, but the way of the
wicked will perish. Selassie I
Jah! Ras Tafari! Blessed Love”.
STEPHANIE: Greetings and
blessed love Kalonji, I’d like to
first congratulate you on your
latest
album,
‘The
Overstanding’. I’m going to do
something different and ask
you about another recent
album,
‘Waterhouse
Redemption’
which
you
recorded for King Jammy.
What a big and blessed
collaboration, Sizzla and King
Jammy!
What was it like
working with the living legend
himself?

SIZZLA: (smiles) Me ah tell
you.
It was a tremendous
experience, you know what I
mean? Being recognized with
my favourite and well-favoured
Jah conscious label in the
reggae industry.
I really
appreciate it and to see young
youths, you know, being
accepted and appreciated by
the
elders
and
working
together,
just the coming
together of both worlds you
know? Young and old.
STEPHANIE: How is the
deal with Damon Dash going?
Are you signed with him? If so,
for how long?
SIZZLA: To be truthful, I’m
not signed to them. I have an
independent company called
“Kalonji Records”. Kalonji was
signed to Def Jam. Damon got
me the deal for Def Jam, they
finally terminated the contract
and Def Jam didn’t bother to
release the album so we just
terminated the contract and
keep moving, know what mi
mean? That’s how we got the
deal with KOCH but Kalonji is
an independent company.
STEPHANIE: I think that
because
of
the
media’s
influence, there may be some
misconceptions
about
Judgement Yard. I’d like you to
tell the people what Judgement
Yard truly represents and
means to the I.
SIZZLA: Judgement Yard
would be like the foundation

premises for Sizzla within the
country of Jamaica.
That’s
where my studio is at. That’s
where I was raised up.
Judgement Yard would be the
same place where we were
doing mechanics and we
changed it over because we
could make money in the
music, so we put a studio there
now. Took out the cars, no
more cars, to do more
educational stuff. It was called
Judgement Yard based upon
Psalms 9. Where The Most
High is saying he has
established his throne for
Judgement and we want to
represent
ourselves
with
something for Jah, you know?
We don’t want people to take it
like...ridiculous. You know what
I mean? So we just put the
Judgement on it and say well
it’s a judgement from Jah, you
know? And this is our yard, so
ah God yard - Judgement Yard.
That is where my studio’s at
and that’s where I live.
STEPHANIE:
Does the I
them live as a commune?
SIZZLA:
Yes.
We are
Rastafarians.
We keep the
Sabbath.
We’re like special
‘Imples’ that see to it that all
the Rastafarians stick together.
Whenever you have a banquet,
celebration, coronation and
Black History month is coming
up, Judgement Yard has been
known to go around and help
and assist all the mansions.
(Cont’d. in June 2007 issue)
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REGGAEXCLUSIVE’S GOSPEL SPOTLIGHT
here is also a large
Islamic
community,
especially in Harrar, Jimma,
Wollo, and Arusi provinces. In
1886, during the reign of
Emperor Yohannes, a great
number
of
the
Muslim
population of Wollo were
forcefully
converted
to
Christianity. For centuries the
Ethiopian people had to fight
against internal and external
foes for the maintenance of
the Christian faith. This book
will treat the constant hostility
of the Muslims against the
nation during their occupation
of the Red Sea coasts,
including Yemen and Aden,
the fiery onslaught of Ahmed
Gran (The Left-handed) with
the aid of Turkish troops and
Yodit, who devastated the
empire.
Both were native
Ethiopians who mercilessly
opposed the church yet
miserably failed in their
endeavors.
The third great
problem was the desire of the
Roman Catholic Church to
bring the Ethiopian Christians
In 1999, Robert entered
the J.C.D.C. Gospel Festival
competition in Jamaica. From
the thousands of competitors
his entry song, “I Wanna Make
Heaven My Home” was placed
in the top ten. Though the
song
did
not
win
the
competition, it became the
most popular that year. From
then
Robert
just
never
stopped. He went on to do an
album for producer Bobby
Carty who is based in
Bermuda. The album held the
number one position for over
five months on “Love 101”, the
only all religious Radio Station
in Jamaica. He has shared
the stage with the likes of F.C
Barnes, Henen Baylor, Judy
Mowatt, Papa San, Stichie,
Cheville Franklin, Carlene
Davis
and
many
more
established
ministers.
Presently Robert is working on
an album for the well reknown
Toronto
based
producer
Courtney Buckley, manager
and C.E.O. of Black Arrows
Records. He believes that God
has everything to do with them
working together because of
the
devine chemistry they
share in the studio. The album
is due to be released in April
2007.

T

THE ETHIOPIAN
TEWAHEDO
CHURCH (An
Integrally African
Church)
Written by Archbishop Yesehaq
(Final portion continued from Dec.
2006 issue)

ROBERT FOSTER
obert was born to
Kathleen and Nugent
Foster in the parish of
Manchester, Jamaica
He
wrote his first song when he
was only eight years old.
Though his parents brought
him up in a very religious way
Robert pursued secular music.
Because of the voice God
blessed him with, he was so
well-loved by producers that
he didn’t have a problem
where acceptance and respect
was concerned.
Just as
Robert was about to make a
statement in the secular
world, he was called by God to
work in his vineyard. He tried
so hard to run but conviction
would not set him free. Today,
he has no regrets that he had
made
Jesus
his
choice
because of the peace that He
brings.

R

under the jurisdiction of the
pope of Rome.
Several
missionaries and bishops were
sent to Ethiopia for the
purpose of proselytism. Pedro
Pais (Paes), Joao Burmudez,
Andre de Oviedo, Franscisco
Alveres, and D. Alfanso
Mendez were the notable
leaders
among
the
missionaries.
They were successful in
converting
the
Emperor
Susneyos to their faith. The
king
was
very
strongly
opposed by his son, and his
conversion was also very
contrary to public opinion.
Thus the success was shortlived.
The emperor was
compelled to restore the
national
religion
by
proclamation.
Nevertheless,
Roman
Catholicism
is
tolerated in Ethiopia today and
churches can be found
throughout
the
empire,
especially in the north. During
the Zemana Mesafent (Era of
the Princes), the church was

deeply torn by theological
controversies that lasted for
105 years.
October 2, 1935, was a sad
day in the history of the world.
It was on that day the Italians
(UNDER Mussolini) invaded
Ethiopia and triggered the
catastrophe known as World
War II. The Facists did untold
damage to Ethiopia and the
church. This invasion was the
test of the church in the
twentieth century. Her untold
woes are also dealt with in this
book. Ethiopia has retained
her age-old independence,
culture, and way of life, and
she has been able to surmount
all
dangers
that
have
threatened her. This is due to
the inseparable union of the
church, the government, and
the people and their love for
freedom, which is sustained
by the ambition of the nation
to assert her right as the
Mother of Nations and to keep
her place in the society of
nations.
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REGGAEXCLUSIVE SINGERS SPOTLIGHT

COCOA TEA

HALF PINT

CARLTON LIVINGSTON

JILL DONALDSON

“Tune In”

“Mr. Landlord”

“Predictions”

“Let The Power Fall On I”

ocoa Tea was born
Calvin George Scott in
Kingston
Jamaica
on
September 3, 1959, he began
his career as a teenager from
the exposure gained by singing
in church and school choirs,
recording his first song,
“Searching In The Hills” in
1974. With no success, he
worked the next five years as a
race horse jockey and as a
fisherman. He got back into
music by working with various
sound systems and Cocoa Tea
(named for his love of the hot
beverage) began to gain notice
for his work in the dancehalls.

Half Pint’s diminutive stature
belies not only his vocal
capabilities but also camouflages
his huge on-stage presence, often
described as no less than
explosive and dynamic. Born
Lindon Roberts, but affectionately
called Pint, he is a product of the
West Kingston enclave of Rose
Lane. Upon completion of his
secondary education in 1976, he
made a head-on thrust into
Jamaica’s music industry.

Carlton Livingston was born
in St. Mary, Jamaica. He started
singing around 1978, his first
recording was “Tale of Two
Cities”, this song was a modest
hit in England. While at the
studio he was approached by
Leon Symoie of “Trillseekers
Label” to record a couple of
songs for the release of his first
LP
“Soweto”.
The
next
significant move for Carlton was
in 1979 when he moved to
Franklyn Town and started a
Sound System with his friends.
On the sound was Carlton and
Lone Ranger. Tony Walcott
heard Carlton and Ranger one
night and took them, along with
Welton Irie and Puddy Roots to
his house where he groomed
them in the art of staying on the
rhythm and how to flow with the
changes of the tracks.

The
Jamaican
born
Winston “Jill” Donaldson is
making waves across Ontario
with his music.

C

A move to the big city of
Kingston in 1983 was next, and
he met up with top producer
Henry ‘Junjo’ Lawes recording
his first hit songs “Rocking
Dolly” and “I Lost My Sonia”.
He also released his first
album, “Wha Them A Go Do,
Can’t Stop Cocoa Tea” on
Lawes’ Volcano label in 1985.
Over the next three years he
recorded four albums all filled
with solid production and
songs. Cocoa Tea’s career
moved forward in the 90’s
recording more hits with songs
like “Riker’s Island”, “No Blood
For Oil”, and “Oil Ting”. He
recorded another album for
King Jammys in 1992 called “I
Am The Toughest”. Cocoa Tea
has continued to record hits for
various producers in the 90’s
including “Holy Mount Zion” for
Digital-B and “I’m Not A King”
In 1998,
for Exterminator.
Cocoa Tea started his label
called Roaring Lion, releasing a
number of singles by him and
various artists, and his first
album release, “Holy Mount
Zion” on a major label
(Motown/Tamla) of his late 90’s
hits. “Sweet Sweet Cocoa Tea”
is indeed a well-earned name.

Half Pint toured the island
with various sound systems
including Black Scorpio, Jammys,
Gemini, Lee’s Unlimited and
Killimanjaro, earning respect
along the way as a talented
vocalist and performer. In 1983,
Pint’s first single, “Sally”, was
released followed by “Winsome”,
the virtual anthem of the day. He
continued to bombard the local
and international Reggae scenes
with a slew of hits, including “Mr.
Landlord”, “Level the Vibes”,
“Substitute Lover” and the
massive chart topper, “Victory”.
Besides hit singles, Half Pint
has also managed to deliver an
impressive cache of albums, most
of which are still in demand
worldwide. His colossal fan base
is
universal
and
remains
consistently dedicated, especially
in Europe, Japan, Brazil, and the
West Coast of the United States.
Half Pint’s exposure to the big
screen has come with the movies
The
Mighty
Quinn
(1989),
Substitute 2 (1998), and Mookie
(1999), all Original Motion Picture
Soundtracks. Appearances on
major music television channels
like MTV, has further helped to
encrypt the respect he enjoys
from industry personnel and fans
alike, solidifying his reputation as
one of reggae’s few living legends.

Tony then took Carlton to
audition for Sir D, the legendary
Studio 1 Label, this resulted in
underground hits like “Why”,
“Predictions” and “Here I
stand”. In 1980-1981, Carlton
recorded “Mr. DJ” and “Cuss
Rasta” for U Brown’s Label, in
that same time period he was in
the studio with Sly and Robbie
of Taxi Label and recorded
“Tricks” and “Trodding” during
this period. In 1982, with the
success of his songs in London
and North America, Carlton
toured North America with Lone
Ranger, Tristan Palmer and
Sammy Dread. Performing in
Boston, Chicago, LA and
Canada. While settling in the
U.S.A., Percy Chin and Junior
from Jah Life Records started to
do some songs with Carlton.
From these sessions came
“100lb a Collie Weed” and the
subsequent release of the said
named LP by Greensleeves
Records. Carlton is recognized
as one of Jamaica’s top
Singer/Songwriters.

Jill got his start in the
music business in the early
70’s when he attended a youth
camp and was placed in the
choir with another young man
named Ken Parker. Ken and
Jill were wonderful together;
the two later formed the duo
“The Blue Blender”.
Both Jill and Ken sampled
and released a few recordings
of King Edwards. Later, the
duo decided that they wanted
to be largely recognized so
they signed to Sir Coxson’s
Downbeat.
Derrick Morgan
later took over the group and
they
re-established
their
contract with Sir Coxson’s
Downbeat.
During that time the newly
reformed “Blue Blenders”
were very established and
widely recognized in Kingston,
Jamaica. They released a few
tracks which includes “Let the
Power Fall on I” with Max
Romeo, which was a number
one single in Jamaica and all
over the European market.
Jill has shared the stage
with many musical giants such
as “The Ice Man” Jerry Butler,
The Drifters featuring Rick
Sheppard, Rhonda Franklin,
Melba Moore, and a slew of
other well known artists. Jill
is an energetic stage peformer
who
always
leaves
the
audience yearning for more.
Look out for Jill at the 2nd
Annual Mother’s Day Show on
Sunday May 13th, 2007
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LABEL: Nuff Love Productions
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REGGAEXCLUSIVE’S “RESI” TOP 10 / REGGAE RADIO PROGRAMS LISTINGS
Urban Space - Tony Barnes & Sweet T
CKLN 88.1 FM
Movements - Mercedes
CKLN 88.1 FM
ReggaeMania - Ron Nelson
CKLN 88.1 FM
1. SIN
EYESUS
Rebel Music - DJ Chocolate
CKLN 88.1 FM
2. CONCRETE CASTLE KING
HUMBLE
Musical Triangle - Milton Blake
CKLN 88.1 FM
3. RISE UP
BLESSED/JR. KELLY
Delroy G Showcase -Delroy G
CHRY 105.5 FM
4. SLAVE DRIVER
STEELE
5. LION OF JUDAH
TASHA T
Mix Supreme - Delroy Sterling
CHRY 105.5 FM
6. WITH ME
TONYA P
Zion Train - Natty B & Bigga
CHRY 105.5 FM
CHILLIE ROOTS
7. PAGAN WORLD
Radio
Dubplate
Richard
Banton,
Janet
CHRY105.5
FM
8. BRETHREN
SQUALLY BLESSO
Positive Vibrations - King David
CHRY 105.5 FM
9. FED UP
JIMMY REID
DONNA MAKEDA
10. HOLD ON
CHRY 105.5 FM
Cool Runnings - Sir B
Caribbean Crucible - Luther Brown
CHRY 105.5 FM
(JANUARY - MARCH 2007 - COMPLIED BY NATTY B AND BIGGA - ZION
Rebel Vibes - Carrie Mullings
CHRY 105.5 FM
TRAIN - CHRY 105.5 FM - EVERY WEDNESDAY 1 - 4 PM )
CIUT 89.5 FM
Reggae Rhythms - Patrick Roots
Morning Ride - King Turbo
CIUT 89.5 FM
CIUT 89.5 FM
Norman Otis Richmond
SONG
ARTIST
Club Ned - Dibi Hawkes
CIUT 89.5 FM
Caribbean Radio Show - Durmot Williams
CIRV 88.9 FM
1. TAXI
BUJU BANTON
Reggae Plus Radio - Lee Marshall
www.reggaeplus.net
2. HEATHEN
SHAGGY
Galaxy Reggae - Stephen Neale
Ch 932/ Bell Express Vu
DAVILLE
3. ON MY MIND
Caribbean Express - Wayne Vernon
CFRO 102.7 FM
4. COME AROUND
COLLIE BUDZ
5. HIDE AWAY
TESANNE CHIN
Crooked Beat - Nicky Dread (Guelph)
CFRU 93.3 FM
VEGAS
6. LEAN WID IT
Hyah
Fyah
Show
DJ
Justice
(Hamilton)
C
101.5 FM
7. DREAMING
MAVADO
Reggae Pulse - Delroy Sterling
CHIN FM107/AM1540
8. REVERSE DE THING
BEENIE MAN
CHUCK FENDER/CHERINE
9. COME OVER TONIGHT
Internet Radio
www.indietalent.ca - Candi McNeil
10. DYING
MAVADO/SERANIE
Wikked Ackk Movements - Decky/Tonya
www.fusionradio.ca
www.ramjamradio.com
JANUARY - MARCH 2007 - COMPLILED BY EMPRESS KIM & THE Ramjam Radio - MsFlexin
TREAJAH ISLE RECORD CREW - EGLINTON AVE. WEST )
Vintage Love - Leslie Andrews
CKCU 93.1 FM

SONG

ARTIST

REGGAEXCLUSIVE’S “INT’L.” TOP 10
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REGGAEXCLUSIVE HIGHLIGHTS REGGAE RADIO PERSONALITIES

PRINCE THIERRY &
“DANCEHALL
STYLE”
he radio show is being
played live and direct on
Radio Mega (Frenchie clock)
Monday 9pm ‘till 11pm. The
show is being played again on
Tuesday 4pm and Sunday
00.30am. You can catch it on
the
net:
www.dancehallstyle.net

T

Prince Thierry has been a
Reggae lover for the past
twenty-eight years and more.
All of this started during the

international explosion of this
music in the world with Bob
Marley being the main man.
From that time he started
gathering
all
sorts
of
recordings concerning Reggae
music and he would be happy
to share it with you through his
Radio Show. Prince Thierry
started playing Reggae music
on Radio through Radio
Meduse in Valence with his
friend King Far. Then in 1983,
they broadcasted on Radio
Feeling, VFM and Radio Méga
(May 1983 to 1985).
From
1986 to 1988, there was a
show
called
“Babylon
Burning” and Prince Thierry
was able to play his music for
about half an hour, still on
Radio Méga. During March
1988, he decided to entertain
the people with his own show
called “Dance Hall Style”.
“Dance Hall Style” is
dedicated 200% to Reggae.
First broadcasting on Sunday
afternoons
and
since
September 1990, is being
played on Mondays at 9pm. All

the artists on CD?” Says
Prince Thierry. “Obviously, the
ones who have sent me their
music get the CD. I do take a
lot of care about it from the
beginning
of
my
radio
activities.”

styles of Reggae is being
played with a little bit of
emphasis on Roots, Oldies and
Dub; Prince Thierry plays the
great ones but the unknown
Bands also, from everywhere.
Being a member of “ReggaeA m b a s s a d o r s - Wo r l d w i d e ”
(n°127), he is in contact with
many artists, most of them
have created “unheard of
before” Radio Drops or Dub
plates for Prince Thierry’s
Show. Thierry usually receives
CDS and recordings from all
corners of Reggae’s World.
“It’s a real pleasure ‘cause
these new sounds are what
makes Reggae go forward. Do
know that each and every
“Dance Hall Style” show is
being recorded then sent to

Prince Thierry’s goal is to
keep in touch with musicians,
artists and all Reggae lovers.
He was lucky enough to
interview famous Jamaican
artists such as Bunny (Mighty
Diamonds), Winston Jarrett,
Albert
Griffiths,
Leonard
Dillon, Max Romeo, Macka B,
Brother Sam, The Mystic
Revelation of Rastafari, Sugar
Minott, Don Carlos, Big Youth
and many more, as well as the
ones who became his very
good friends, Massilia Sound
System. An important thing
that Thierry saw was that
apart
from
the
artists
respective talents, all of them
had one thing in common,
their simplicity, humility and
kindness.
“Thank you for
those unforgettable moments.
Peace Out.”

Universal Heroes Promotions Community Centre
In Conjunction With MR. RONNIE BOP Productions
Present

"ANNUAL SONG CONTEST"

Featuring

The Rising Stars

Lady Versatile and many more

SHAWNTAE

BRIMSTONE

*1st Prize
$500
*2nd Prize
$200

IEKASHA

MACKINGBIRD

GLEN CHANT

Backed by: Majestic Warriors Band
Also apperaing: R & R Exclusive Band
PLEASE ENTER THE COMPETITION NOW!

416-841-6201
416-527-1823
Anticipated Venue of Competition:
TOWN TALK RESTAURANT & BAR
(616 Vaughn Road @ Oakwood & Vaughan)

STARLAING

DWAYNE WILLIAMS

*3rd Prize
$100
*4th Prize
$50
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REGGAEXCLUSIVE’S DEEJAYS/SINGJAYS SPOTLIGHT

CHATTA

CAPLETON

AIDONIA

NORRISMAN

“Complain Not”

“Alms House”

“Been Through Many A Dem”

“Hold Unto Your Faith”

You’ve
been
hearing
“Complain Not” on much of
Toronto’s
dynamic
radio
programs. It’s a soulful vintage
sound that has been a part of
one’s
daily
reflection.
As
“Complain Not” fashionably
climbs the music charts, Chatta
continues to climb her journey to
completion of the “Psalm 100”
Album. The jump-start to “Psalm
100” was the recent release of
the single “Complain Not” on
January 7th 2007. Inspired by the
myriad frivolous complaints,
which surround and pollute the
air, as well as distort the
upcoming generation. In turn, it
clogs one’s ability to think clearly
and focus about what it is they
really chose to complain about
and delve within themselves on
the value and gift of Life; as
Chatta salutes, “Thank Him
Everyday fi we Life”. Chatta opens
her release with the King’s
language of Amharic and reveals,
“Sellasie Misgana Yi Ge Baw
Igzeeabiher Yi Barik” (Sellasi is
worthy to be praised, Blessed is
the Lord).

A wise man once said that
a prophet is never honored in
his own country. And so it has
been with Capleton. While the
veteran Deejay’s words and
works long ago earned him the
title of “The Prophet”, the
respect and honor that should
rightfully be his have been a
long time coming. Anytime you
try to uplift righteousness and
upliftment of the people them,
then you ah go get a fight, says
the hottest entertainer in the
worldwide reggae fraternity.
“But I know the more them
fight I is the more I get
stronger”

Deejay Aidonia didn’t allow
the misfortune of being kicked
out of high school deter him from
pursuing his musical aspirations.
Although the journey to get some
form of attention had been long
in the making, the 23-year-old is
thankful for the experiences that
he has encountered, which have
made him a stronger.

Born and raised in the
notorious Trenchtown and
Arnett
Gardens
area
of
Kingston Jamaica, Christopher
Campbell, now known as Norris
Man had Bob Marley as a
hometown hero to inspire his
immersion into the musical
arena. As a young boy Norris
Man (named because of his
enthusiasm for karate king
Chuck Norris) would sit under a
tree to write his own songs of
redemption. Feeling music
within him, Norris could not
ignore his gift of singing and
performing.

This young, talented and
beautiful Natural Medical student
is constantly being educated and
is a witness to the complexities
and degeneration of one’s Health.
Therefore, Chatta steps to the
forefront to spread the message
that reminds God’s people that we
are wealthy beings, by having the
priceless and irreplaceable gift,
the breath of life. If you’d like to
purchase a copy of Chatta’s single
“Complain Not” please visit
www.myspace.com/chattachats/
www.chatta.ca or call: 416-788CHAT (2428). Stay tuned for
Single #2.

Capleton’s lyrics are deep,
precise, and thoughtful. His
stage shows are nothing less
than
dynamic,
explosive
performances.
But
his
remarkable staying power and
longevity may be Capleton’s
greatest gift.
Born Clifton
George Bailey III on April 13,
1967, in the rural parish of St.
Mary. It was Stewart Brown,
owner of a Toronto-based
sound called African Star, who
gave the untested artist his
first break, flying him to
Canada for a stage show
alongside giants like Ninjaman
and Flourgon. The audience
poured out their appreciation,
and he never looked back.
Capleton is now at the height
of his powers. 1999 and 2000
have brought a ceaseless
string of sound system favorite
and dancehall chart toppers
like the anti-violence anthem
“Jah Jah City” and “Good In
Her Clothes”. Capleton will be
performing live on March 16,
2007 @ The Docks.

After he was expelled from
high school, Aidonia relocated to
the United States with his father.
“I came back to Jamaica five
years ago. But while I was in New
York I was doing some little
recordings, but nothing serious.
That was when some folks
encouraged me to go back to
Jamaica to get my career going,”
Aidonia explained. Born Aitana
Lawrence, and originally from the
Red Hills Road area, he took his
stage name from the first two
letters in his Christian name, and
then adopted the name Donia
which he earned from playing
football.
Aidonia has been making
some inroads of late with the
chart hit “Lolly”, recorded on
producer
Cordell
‘Skatta’
Burrell’s Irish Dance rhythm
project. “Since Lolly got popular I
have been recording a lot,” said
Aidonia.
He has made his
presence felt at major stage
shows including Fully Loaded,
Spectrum, Champions in Action
to name a few. Although he is
making his mark in local
dancehall circles as a deejay,
Aidonia can also sing. He made
his recording debut two years
ago with the track “Been
Through Many a Dem”.

As he matured, Norris Man
gained the respect of soundsystems throughout the city
with his unique toasting and
singing style. By age 22, he
began recording songs in some
of Kingston’s most reputable
recording studios such as Black
Scorpio, Leggo, and Celestial
Sounds Studio.
With his
devotion to Rastafari, he
recorded “Love and Affection”
at Buju Bantons Cellblock
studio.
From there, he
recorded “Congo Shanty” and
“Ever-living Soul” at which time
he met some of his most
prolific producers to date: Iley
Dread of Kings of Kings,
Richard “Bello” Bell of Star Trail
Records and Colin McGregor of
Jah Scout Records. During this
period, Norris Man, with the
assistance of Cordel “Skatta”
Burrells golden touch on the
mixing board, recorded his
groundbreaking
songs:
“Persistence”, “Hold Onto Your
Faith”, and “Bad Road” all on
the “Persistence” album.
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REGGAEXCLUSIVE FEATURES NEW VOICES OF REGGAE

NICOLA

OBIE

EXCO LEVI

AYLISA MCLEISH

“Enchanted”

“Keep The Dream Alive”

“Oh Canada”

“New Artist”

Nicola is a beautiful and
unique culture singer. Born
to a Bahamian mother and
German father, she currently
resides in Nassau , The
Bahamas. At a tender young
age she took it upon herself
to experience life and
ventured off to Germany on
her own in an attempt to
gain independence in a
different and adverse world
than that previously known
to her.
Nicola has been
using MySpace for the past
few months as a platform to
build an international fanbase for her sweet and
strong individual sound of
reggae music.
Record
labels, DJ’s and selectors
from radio stations and
sound system companies
worldwide
have
been
clamouring to get hold of her
songs, and fans are crying
out for more releases.
Currently, Nicola is hard at
work creating and writing
news songs for her long
awaited album. This eagerly
awaited album will feature
some of her new releases
such
as
“Enchanted”,
“Secret Love”, “Universal
Cry” and “Nite Falls”.

Obie is a singer, writer and
composer of many of his own
recordings. He has one wish in
mind, simply to be the best in
everything.
“I came in this
world looking to be my best,
faced with so many challenges I
ended up in a youth shelter
(Covenant House) where I tried
to get my life back on track.

“My name is Wayneford Levy
a.k.a. ExcoLevi. I learned to play
the
keyboard
and
do
professional harmonies while
attending church. Currently, I
perform with a Toronto-based
Band “The Black-X-Kimos” in
which I sing and play the
keyboard.
Collectively, “The
Black-X-Kimos” have evolved
tremendously and we have
created our own niche as a
homegrown Band that have
opened for some of Toronto’s
finest entertainers.
I was
recognized by T. Dread from
Tripple Platinum Label, who
released
my
first
single
“Corruption” on a compilation
album. While at Tripple Platinum
Records, I worked with many
different reggae artists such as
Jah Mason, Ernest Wilson, Silver
Cat and Maximus Dan. I
performed at many major shows
in Trinidad & Tobago, Antigua
and Barbados and have hosted
The Black Liberations Struggle
show in Port of Spain, Trinidad. I
am influenced by songs that are
uplifting to the mind and my
mentors
include
Sizzla
&
Luciano.

Aylisa has been singing
seriously singing since age
11 and started writing her
own material when she was
13 years old.
Patiently,
Aylisa has been waiting to
get her chance to shine.

Nicola is a true survivor.
Despite events in her life
that would crush most
people or leave them bitter
and cynical, Nicola has
transformed these harsh
experiences to lift up and
reach out with love to those
who suffer and struggle
against the injustices of the
world in which they find
themselves and the systems
of government that suffocate
them.
Check
out:
www.toptenrecordsinc.com

It was during this time I was
chosen as a Canadian Idol
(season 2) competitor. After
living in the shelter system for
more than six months I moved
back in with my Mom, ain’t
nothing like a Momma’s love.
That’s when I took up music
first-hand even though it has
always been my comfort.
I started to create original
tunes and produce music after
enrolling in the award-winning
studio program at Central
Technical School. The way I see
it, life has its ups and downs,
not everyone is fortunate
enough to be on top all the
time. I accept life as it is and
will forever try to work my way
through hardship and aim for a
stronger status. I cherish every
single instance in life whether
good or bad, Rest In Peace,
Grandma (Dec.03.98). Through
your memories, I am able to
proceed.
Some
of
my
recordings include “Keep the
Dream Alive”, “From the
Projekz”, “Try Again”, and
“What’s the Meaning of Love”
soon to be released on the Top
Ten label. Obie can be
cantacted at: www.
myspace.com/mohanzaobiekelly,
www.toptenrecordsinc
@yahoo.com
or
email:
toptenrecordsinc@yahoo.com
You can also call toll free at:
1-877-335-7697

I released my first single, “Oh
Canada” which is a tribute to my
home away from home. I am
currently working on my debut
solo album “Escape” which will
be released in June, 2007. My
production label is called Rulaz
Production and I have a studio
equipped for recording and
mixing beats. With certificates
in Broadcasting from The
National
Institute
of
Broadcasting (NIB) in Toronto
and The Trinidadian School of
Music, I have gained indept
knowledge of the administrative
aspect of the music industry.

Aylisa
has
been
performing all over the G.T.A
(Greater Toronto Area) for
the past 7 years.
She
started
performing
in
church like most R&B
singers before her, whom
also serve as inspiration for
her
such
as
Whitney
Houston, Mariah Carey,
Billie Holiday, Etta James
and Anita Baker.
For this emerging R&B
songstress there are no “ifs,
buts or maybies” about
where her passion lies.
Aylisa was noticed in the
music
industry
when
Toronto, Canada hosted
Spring Bling and A.J, one of
the hosts of 106 & Park gave
her the opportunity after
one of the scheduled acts
cancelled last minute and
she also exerted herself and
asked for the opportunity.
Aylisa didn’t have a song
to play on the radio, but she
had written a few. She went
on stage and gave the
performance of her life. She
thrilled most of the crowd,
some were not as receptive
to the new artist but that
only
made
her
more
determined to become a
mainstream artist. Check
out Aylisa on the 2nd Annual
Mother’s Day Show to be
held on Sunday May 13th,
2006 at the Doubletree Int’l.
Plaza Hotel @ 655 Dixon
Road, Toronto.
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WE HAVE MOVED...
Year Round Services:
*Personal Tax Returns
*Small Business Tax
*Corporate Tax
*GST, RST Tax Returns
*Appeals/Objections
*Accounting
*Bookkeeping
*Payroll Services
*Business Counseling
*Business Registration
*Business Incorporation

Distributed by SIMMIX CD
& Record Distribution
Email: simmix@hotmail.com
Phone: (416) 243-0656
Fax: (416) 243-8402

reggaeXclusive magazine is available on
www.caribbeanmusic.ca
Also www.myspace.com/caribbeanmusiccanada

REGGAEXCLUSIVE’S INTERVIEW

ROGER STEFFENS
Interview by: Michelle Ottley
Photo by: Sandi Destonis
(Cont’d from Dec. 2006)

Roger: I cannot imagine
another artist covering any
Buju Banton rants in 50 years,
but how many people cover
Bob Marley?
Countless in
every language and make sure
your language is unique, so
that people will pay attention
to it.
Don’t just listen to
cliche, the problem for young
artists is that the wheel has
already been invented, it is
the reason that Luciano is not
a “huge superstar” because
he came in the 90’s, imagine

Luciano emerging in 1973.
Oh, he would have been huge,
huge! I love Luciano, but the
best statements of the
essential scenes of Rasta
reggae music has already
been made by Kulcha, Steel
pulse, Burning Spear, Bob,
Peter and all the greats and it
is hard to come up with
something new that hasn’t
been said. That is the great
challenge for the young
artists.
Michelle: But there must
be someone that can come
unique, and I know it would
take a lot to cover what has
already been done, but it can
be done again, right?
Roger: I don’t know if it is
possible anymore.
Michelle:
Do you see
anyone in your travels that
may have a slight chance of
again conquering true roots
and culture that can reach a
multitude and diversity of
people?
Roger: NO!

Michelle: No! That is very
bad for this industry since
reggae came as the music of
hope and we live in a world
today where we need hope
now more than ever.
Roger:
More that ever
before!
Michelle: Wow! Even with
all the new artists coming up
you can say that not one of
them can come full-centre if
not halfway?
Roger: We are going to
have freaky “one of’s”, we will
have someone that has one
tremendous song, then run off
and make 50 singles in a year
and his career is dead within
18 months.
That has been
the way of the reggae world
since the 80’s.
There is no
Bob Marley anywhere, not
even his sons are really close
to his success. I have heard
Ziggy’s forthcoming album
“Love Is My Religion”, it has
some nice tracks on it but the
different,
conditions
are
reggae music is 38 years old,
it is getting on in years.

Sandi: Whom from the
Marley family can you say is
sending a future message of
consciousness with the year
3000 coming up and who
would you say is reaching the
people.
Roger: I think the future
message is coming from
Damian, he has terrific lyrics
but
unless
you
get
a
magnifying glass and read the
minor notes in the book and
the lyrics printed in it you are
not going to catch a whole
heap of this speed rap which
is the young generation’s way
of approaching music, it is not
musical. The song of rap to
me is the beat of a cell door
being slammed over and over
and over! I do not like being
shouted at, a kind word turns
away wrath and I think people
have to reconsider the roots
for the 21st century and find a
way for the roots to live again.
Artists like Turbulence and
Chrisinti, Jimmy Riley’s son
Taurus Riley and his debut
(Cont’d. in June 2007 issue)
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NEW RELEASE
BY CHATTA
“COMPLAIN NOT”
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